
 

Martabe Gold Mine is managed and operated by PT Agincourt Resources. The mine covers an area of 30 km2 that 
falls under the sixth generation of Contract of Work (CoW) covering a total area of 1.303 km2. 

The resource based on 31 December 2018 includes 8.1 Moz of Gold and 69 Moz of Silver, with economic ore reserves 
of 4.5Moz gold and 34Moz silver. Production commenced at Martabe on 24 July 2012. The operating capacity of 
Martabe Gold Mine is 5.9Mtpa ore to produce in excess of 350,000 oz of Gold and 2-3 Moz of Silver per annum. 

PT Agincourt Resources engages approximately 2,600 employees and contractors which more than 70 % have been 
recruited from South Tapanuli and other regions in North Sumatra. 

PT Danusa Tambang Nusantara (PTDTN) is the majority shareholder of PT Agincourt Resources with a total 95% of 
the shareholding. The shareholders of PTDTN are PT United Tractors Tbk 60% and PT Pamapersada Nusantara 40%. 
These companies are part of the PT Astra International Tbk group. The 5% share ownership is owned by the 
Government of South Tapanuli Regency and North Sumatra Province (local governments).   

To strengthen the existing maintenance management team and to ensure the achievement of the company objectives, the 
Martabe Gold Mine is looking for candidate to fill the role:  

 

PROJECT GEOLOGIST (EXP 1911068) 
 

This position will be based at Martabe Site in Explorations Department, working on schedule 4 Weeks on; 2 
weeks off and reports directly to Senior Project Geologist - Explorations 
 
The role of Project Geologist is to provide technical geological and leadership support for green and brown fields 
exploration programs planned over the CoW in the next 12 months with the aim to identify potential epithermal and/or 
other mineralisation systems that can be brought to advanced project stage. 

The incumbent will report to the Senior Exploration Geologist to ensure that the Company’s exploration programs are 
developed and implemented with a high level of quality technical input, in a practical and cost effective manner within 
the guidelines of industry best practice for Health, Safety, Environment, and Community relations. 

 
Candidates for this role would be expected to have the following qualifications and experience: 
 
1. Minimum Tertiary qualifications in geology 
2. Extensive experience (>8 years) in gold and base metals exploration with a broad knowledge of deposit styles 

and the search methods and technologies used to explore for them in a variety of terrains. 
3. Good ability in rock/mineral identification, mapping, sampling, recording and logging techniques. 
4. Have experience in exploration for epithermal Au-Ag and porphyry Cu-Au deposits and understand the 

geochemical and mineralogical affinities of these systems. 
5. Understand alteration models and systems. 
6. Understand structure analysis and be able to do detailed structural mapping. 
7. Possess GIS software skills – mapinfo and/or leapfrog. 
8. Have experience in establishing and managing projects and teams in remote locations with minimum 

supervision. 
9. Can work effectively under constant pressure with modest support. 
10. Demonstrated ability to provide leadership and drive programs to deliver results. 

 
If you believe, you possess the skills, qualification and experience to fill in the position, please send in your CV complete 
with your latest photograph by quoting the position title & code on the email subject, no later than November 15, 2019 

to:  
 

Human Resources Department – PT Agincourt Resources 
 

PTAR.Recruiting@agincourtresources.com 
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